TAX REFORM: Local Sales Tax Proposal
With Ohio broadening its sales tax base to include more services, local county governments and transit authorities will now have
broader sales tax bases as well, and without the same sales tax rate reduction that the state is making would end up imposing
significant new tax increases on their citizens and businesses simply by keeping their local rates at current levels. Though the
increases would vary by county, revenue increases would average 30 percent more at current rates.
To prevent 96 individual county and transit sales tax increases across Ohio – and their inevitable commensurate negative impact on
job creation -- the state will statutorily adjust local sales tax rates downward from 10-30 percent. Without the adjustment, it would result
in a $700 million tax increase and diminish the job-creating value of the Governor’s tax cut and reform plan. At the same time, to
protect the fiscal vitality of counties and transit authorities the state is guaranteeing fair and predictable revenue growth for all recipients
of the tax.

Counties and Transit Authorities: Revenue Will Grow
Beginning in July, 2013, local governments will not be able to change their sales tax rates for three years. State-managed local rate
reductions and hold harmless adjustments will be in effect until July, 2016. At that point, counties and transit authorities will regain
responsibility for managing sales tax rates. However, the levels to which local rates will be adjusted are intended to produce a revenue
increase of at least a 10 percent revenue increase over the prior year beginning with the December, 2013 distribution allowing local
governments to cope with – and actually benefit from – this policy.
Initial Rate Reduction
As mentioned, local rates will be reduced by statute. As counties have a different mix of businesses in their sales tax base, the rate
reductions among counties will vary. Generally, larger counties with more taxable service providers will have larger rate decreases than
counties with fewer providers. Rates will be set at increments of .05 percent. Currently those rates are set at .25 percent increments.
Regardless of the level at which the rates are set, each local government is guaranteed 10 percent revenue growth for the period from
December, 2013 through November, 2014 relative to the “base year” (i.e. Dec. 2012 - Nov. 2013). If, during the two years ending in
November, 2013, a local government’s average annual sales tax growth exceeded 10 percent, then that government is guaranteed to
receive growth based on that higher average annual rate. As a matter of course, if the rates as adjusted fall short of the revenues
promised, the state will make up the shortage with supplemental payments to the effected counties and transit authorities. If the
adjusted rates end up producing more revenue than guaranteed, the local governments will retain the overage.
Second Series of Tax Rates (first ‘reset’ of tax rates)
Beginning in year 2 – January, 2015 – the Department of Taxation will recalculate the local rates again. This recalibration will use data
from the first year in which the expanded tax base took effect. Results from this first ‘reset’ of tax rates will go into effect April, 2015.
Because there is a lag before revenue from these more accurate tax rates is realized, during the period December, 2014 – June, 2015
counties and transit authorities are guaranteed to receive at least 115 percent of what was received during the December, 2012 –
June, 2013 period. Revenue from the January, 2015 rate ‘reset’ will begin to be realized in July 2015. During the remainder of calendar
year 2015 and the first six months of 2016, local governments will experience revenue growth to the extent their total sales tax base
grows. June, 2015 will be the last supplemental guarantee payment.
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Final Series Tax Rates (second ‘reset’ of rates)
In January, 2016, rates will again be reset, using updated actual local sales tax data. This set of rates will go into effect in April, 2016.
June, 2015 will be the last supplemental guarantee payment.

Impact on Vendors
Ohio’s 330,000 vendors are authorized to retain a small, fixed percentage of the sales tax they collect on behalf of the state and local
governments. This is called the vendor ‘discount’. It will remain at the existing .75% of the total sales tax collected. Businesses
providing services proposed to be subject to sales tax would also be eligible for the vendor discount.

(Please see accompanying Table below for Local Sales Tax Rates (current & adjusted) and revenues derived from those rates
(actual and estimated.)
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